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When you look at Don Ross’s images of Vermont’s quarries, you
immediately see what he didn’t see until later, in the darkroom: His
impressions, his feelings, his impulses as he clicked the shutter.
Writer Julia Shipley takes a closer look at those fleeting moments in
time when a matrix of light, water, weather, imagination, and Ross’s

skill conspires to create stunning images of nature tamed by man.

Or is it the other way around?
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U Mandorla.

Don Ross’s photographs are
made at daybreak, between five
and eight o’clock, depending on
the season. Last May, during an

artist residency at the Vermont Studio Center
in Johnson, Ross got up at 3:30 each morning
to drive an hour to Barre. With his camera,
three lenses, a tripod, and a cable release
crammed into a pack, Ross clambered up the
scruffy trail leading to the quarry and scouted
places to station his camera. Standing in the
dimness, he studied the sheer walls of the
streaked granite reflected in the total stillness
of the pool beneath.
He says the anticipation he feels, holding

the release cable, squeezing the shutter, and
then capturing the image, is all about timing.
“Blink and you miss it. Right at that moment
before dawn the pressure builds, and you see
these bubbles clinging to stems at the water’s
edge. And as soon as the sun breaks above the
horizon the wind lifts, the pressure disperses,
it’s all gone, it’s lost”—everything, that is,
except the image.
“I made that one there,” Don says, pointing

to the contour map in his studio. “See where
the land pitches down, then opens up?” The
spot is aptly named “Sunrise Lookout.” Don
describes that morning: “Dead silent, except
for a raven squawking; it’s like a cathedral,
otherwordly.”
That’s the paradox of this avowed “back-

yard photographer,” who brings years of artis-
tic training to bear on what most would con-
sider ruin and waste, and describes it as cathe-
dral-like. But that’s the ken of Don Ross, who
picked out a mentor in 1970 by looking up
renowned photographer Paul Caponigro in the
phone book, calling him at home, and asking,
“Do you ever take on students?” Later, he
became a student and assistant to tempestuous,
legendary sculptor Reuben Nakian, from 1974
through 1985.
Despite his NewYork Studio School training

in sculpture and drawing, Ross persists in the
“lonely waste places,” which his images defy
with their grandeur, elegance, and raw beauty.
To any viewer confronting Don’s 30-inch by
40-inch prints, each offering a view that is
sometimes as interestingly confounding as it is
confoundingly interesting, there’s no sense of
scale. Are we hundred feet away from this? Or
just hovering an inch from the surface?
Whenever you stare at his quarry images,

you’re seeing what Don Ross never did until
much later. You are seeing his impression, his
feeling, his impulse as he clicked the shutter.
Back at the studio is where Ross realizes

the pictures he’s made at the break of day. l
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Ross credits sculptor Reuben Nakian for his acute desire to make art his lifelong pursuit. “He was relentless,
he persisted through the swamps and deserts: don’t give (art) up. Park it, if you have to, but go back for it.”
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Under the influence of abstract expressionist
painters such as Willem de Kooning, Mark
Rothko, Franz Kline, and Norman Bluhm—
with their bold, dramatic canvases—Ross devel-
ops these images after each expedition in ways
that showcase their temporality and emphasize
their contrasts. Yet instead of adding layers to a
given surface, as a painter would, Don’s art is
measures of subtraction. From the time when
he was shooting black-and-white film with a
view camera (the kind where you hunch under
a black cloth) and developing that film in a
darkroom, until 2003, when he leapt into pro-
ducing digital color images developed in the
guts of his computer—color correcting, dust
removing, proofing—he’s been a housekeeper
for the abstract images nature makes in the
rural industrial landscapes of Vermont.

Don’s studio sits directly across the train
tracks from the Blue Seal Feed factory in
Brandon, in a back office of a building
called the Granary. Shelves overflow with

books and monographs. A portrait of the leg-
endary Avedon, who looks out grumpily from
the picture frame, reminds visitors that photogra-
phers prefer to stay on the hind end of the cam-
era. Toward the middle of the room there’s a
staging area with related equipment—a black
umbrella lamp, tripods, cords—all for pho-
tographing works of art, a sideline of Don’ busi-
ness. On the walls and in flat shelves at the back
of his office is the work itself, his bay-window-
sized prints of human messes: bent metal, weath-
ered particle board, the
surface of a scummy
pond—at once both mes-
merizing and mythic.
Ross credits sculptor

Reuben Nakian (1897-
1986) for his acute
desire to make art his
lifelong pursuit. “He was
relentless, he persisted
through the swamps and
deserts: don’t give (art)
up. Park it, if you have
to, but go back for it.”
Don’s quarry images

are evidence of his
dogged persistence.
Twenty years ago, in
1993, he visited the
Carving Studio inWest Rutland. The studio, a 26-
year-old institution hosting resident sculptors from
around the world, sits adjacent to a 200-acre mar-
ble manufacturing facility. In addition to providing
the raw material for resident sculptors, Don dis-
covered the quarry itself a compelling source of
art. He began lugging 30 pounds of equipment—
his 12-pound tripod, 12-pound 4x5 view camera,
and lenses—along the rubble-strewn pathways.
One morning he arrived and realized someone
else was there, too. On the other end of the quarry,
Ross saw someone else duck under the black
cloth of a view camera, almost as it if were an
eerie quarry reflection. Was that Ed Burtynsky
over there, whose photographs have become ubiq-

uitous reminders of our human-scathed planet?
Maybe. Both men have aimed their attention at
the post-industrial places many would consider
unworthy of art’s memorizing gaze. And while
Burtynsky’s photography has become predomi-
nantly aerial—images of the landscape taken
from far above the earth—Don’s work has
remained grounded in each locale, by continuing
to stand where the quarry workers would have
stood, capturing fleeting instances.
“It’s a sick feeling,” Don says of the pictures

he’s missed because of technical malfunctions,
or because his trigger reflex missed its mark.

“Just because it’s a granite wall doesn’t mean
it’s going to be there when you go back,” he
warns, invoking the complex matrix of light,
water, season, and wind as each single degree
moves his ordinary subject either toward or
away from the exquisite realm.
For this, Don Ross is still falling out of bed

before dawn, packing his gear, and setting out to
look at the stark rock and weedy pools and bust-
ed metal parts of another quarry. Because there’s
an ever-changing landscape with its infinite
moods and moments whose expressions will
never be exhausted; for this he has yet to aban-
don the abandoned quarry, he can’t possibly use
it all up. �

INFORMATION: Don Ross’s work is on view
this summer at the Eriksson Fine Art Gallery
in Stowe as part of a multimedia exhibition
that includes Warren Kimble, Dennis Hartley,
and Hannah Sessions. The exhibit will run
from September 7 through October 15. An
opening reception will be held Sept. 7 from
6 - 9 p.m. Check out donrossphotography.com
and erikssonfineart.com. To visit a quarry, go
to rockofages.com.

X Little Avalanches_Websterville; Sutherland Falls
Quarry_Railroad Bridge; and Self Portrait, 2013.
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